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In this thrilling novel in A. American's Survivalist series, a
man learns that in a world with no rules, the strength of
family is the only thing that can pull you through. When
society ceases to exist, who can you trust? After the
collapse of the nation’s power grid, America is under
martial law—and safety is an illusion. As violence erupts
around him, Morgan Carter faces one of his most difficult
decisions yet: whether to stay and defend his home, or
move to a more isolated area, away from the prying eyes
of the government. He and his family are hesitant to
leave their beloved Lake County, but with increasingly
suspicious activities happening in a nearby refugee
camp, all signs point towards defecting. Morgan and his
friends aren't going to leave without a fight, though—and
they'll do anything to protect their freedoms.
WINNER OF THE WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION
2009 AN OPRAH'S BOOK CLUB PICK Jack Boughton prodigal son - has been gone twenty years. He returns
home seeking refuge and to make peace with the past. A
bad boy from childhood, an alcoholic who cannot hold
down a job, Jack is perpetually at odds with his
surroundings and with his traditionalist father, though he
remains Boughton's most beloved child. His sister Glory
has also returned, fleeing her own mistakes, to care for
their dying father. A moving book about families, about
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love and death
faith,
Home
is unforgettable.
It is a
masterpiece. 'One of the greatest living novelists'
BRYAN APPLEYARD, SUNDAY TIMES 'A luminous,
profound and moving piece of writing. There is no
contemporary American novelist whose work I would
rather read' MICHAEL ARDITTI, INDEPENDENT 'Her
novels are replete with a sense of felt life, with a deep
and abiding sympathy for her characters and a full
understanding of their inner lives' COLM TOIBIN 'Utterly
haunting' JANE SHILLING, SUNDAY TELEGRAPH
Build a bunkbed in the morning and a super soaker in
the afternoon, with PVC and Pipe Engineer. Make a
chandelier, a wine rack, a bike trailer and more.
From outdoor excursions to everyday use at home, bush
knives are practical tools with many uses. Now, you can
make your own! Great for beginning knifemakers, learn
the techniques of both stock removal and forging, and
how to achieve great results with simple power tools or
hand tools. Making Your Own Bush Knife will show you
how to select the steel, forge it, quench it, and grind it
into a usable knife. No need for all the expensive
equipment and tons of space. With a small propane or
coal forge in your backyard and just a few other pieces of
equipment, discover and enjoy the craft of knifemaking!
Author, outdoorsman, blacksmith, knifemaking instructor,
and member of the American Bladesmith Society,
Bradley Richardson is known for his high-quality custom
knives and founded Timberlee Tool & Trade where sells
his blades. He appeared in two seasons of the History
Channel’s show, Alone, where his expertise on knives
proved to be vital and has over 19K YouTube
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subscribers.
Poultry enthusiasts unite! ATK has you covered from the
basic to the spectacular with 500 recipes that deliver lowkey dinners, game-day favorites, simple sandwiches,
special-occasion showstoppers, and beyond. You can
call chicken a lot of things. Blank canvas, weeknight goto, lean protein, we've heard it all. But boring? That's
where we draw the line. Sure, it might have started to
feel a bit redundant. But that's not the chicken's fault.
ATK is here with the inspiration you need. It's time those
chicken pieces in your freezer got the respect they
deserve. Chicken is the go-anywhere, eat-with-anything,
highly transformable crowd favorite that always fills the
bill. Find exactly what you're looking for (and more!) with
a wide breadth of themed chapters, including Easy
Dinners, Classic Braises, Breaded and Fried, Pasta and
Noodles, Savory Pies and Casseroles, and appliancespecific recipes. There's even a dedicated chapter of
recipes for cooking for two. And with an introduction
detailing how to prep any chicken part, from pounding
breasts and preparing cutlets, to whole bird skills like
butterflying or breaking down a chicken, you'll be a
poultry pro in no time. Cozy up to succulent roast
chickens with sauces made from pan drippings, sink your
teeth into the crispiest, crunchiest fried chicken you've
ever had, try your hand at sous vide for unbelievably
moist chicken, or fire up the grill for anything from
kebabs to beer can chicken. Feel like wingin' it? Us too.
Our favorite is our game-changing Korean Fried Chicken
Wings, double-fried so they stay extra-crispy under their
blanket of spicy, salty, slightly-sweet sauce. With over
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500 recipes,
youMore
could Out
eat chicken
every
night and never
tire of it. (And yes, that's a challenge.)
Hanford, Washington was the home of plutonium
production needed for the birth of the Atomic Age. As a
result, Hanford is now one of the most toxic,
contaminated places on Earth.
"Step-by-step, how-to projects for home rain collection,
solar panels, food storage, solar energy systems, ecofriendly improvements, bee keeping, and
more"--Provided by publisher.

The author of the controversial bestseller Brain Trust
brings his scientific expertise to the chilling true story
of unexplained phenomena on Utah's Skinwalker
Ranch -- and challenges us with a new vision of
reality. For more than fifty years, the bizarre events
at a remote Utah ranch have ranged from the
perplexing to the wholly terrifying. Vanishing and
mutilated cattle. Unidentified Flying Objects. The
appearance of huge, otherworldly creatures. Invisible
objects emitting magnetic fields with the power to
spark a cattle stampede. Flying orbs of light with
dazzling maneuverability and lethal consequences.
For one family, life on the Skinwalker Ranch had
become a life under siege by an unknown enemy or
enemies. Nothing else could explain the horrors that
surrounded them -- perhaps science could. Leading
a first-class team of research scientists on a
disturbing odyssey into the unknown, Colm Kelleher
spent hundreds of days and nights on the Skinwalker
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property and experienced firsthand many of its
haunting mysteries. With investigative reporter
George Knapp -- the only journalist allowed to
witness and document the team's work -- Kelleher
chronicles in superb detail the spectacular
happenings the team observed personally, and the
theories of modern physics behind the phenomena.
Far from the coldly detached findings one might
expect, their conclusions are utterly hair-raising in
their implications. Opening a door to the unseen
world around us, Hunt for the Skinwalker is a clarion
call to expand our vision far beyond what we know.
Offers advice on working with polyvinylchloride pipe,
and shows how to make yard swings, picnic tables,
hammocks, playhouses, chairs, sofas, bookcases,
and end tables
A memoir
Man up and discover the practical and inspirational
information all men should know! While it’s definitely
more than just monster trucks, grilling, and six-pack
abs, true manliness is hard to define. The words
macho and manly are not synonymous. Taking
lessons from classic gentlemen such as Benjamin
Franklin and Theodore Roosevelt, authors Brett and
Kate McKay have created a collection of the most
useful advice every man needs to know to live life to
its full potential. This book contains a wealth of
information that ranges from survival skills to social
skills to advice on how to improve your character.
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Whether you are braving the wilds with your friends,
courting your girlfriend, or raising a family, inside
you’ll find practical information and inspiration for
every area of life. You’ll learn the basics all modern
men should know, including how to: -Shave like your
grandpa -Be a perfect houseguest -Fight like a
gentleman using the art of bartitsu -Help a friend with
a problem -Give a man hug -Perform a fireman’s
carry -Ask for a woman’s hand in marriage -Raise
resilient kids -Predict the weather like a frontiersman
-Start a fire without matches -Give a dynamic speech
-Live a well-balanced life So jump in today and gain
the skills and knowledge you need to be a real man
in the 21st century.
Are you and your family self-reliant? Will you be able
to provide for them and keep them safe? The best
way to prepare for the future is not through fancy
tools and gadgets—it’s experience and knowledge
that will best equip you to handle the unexpected.
Everyone begins somewhere, especially with
disaster preparedness. In 52 Prepper's Projects,
you’ll find a project for every week of the year,
designed to start you off with the foundations of
disaster preparedness and taking you through a
variety of projects that will increase your knowledge
in self-reliance and help you acquire the actual knowhow to prepare for anything. Self-reliance isn’t about
building a bunker and waiting for the end of the
world. It’s about understanding the necessities in life
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and gaining the knowledge and skill sets that will
make you better prepared for whatever life throws
your way. 52 Prepper's Projects is the ultimate
instructional guide to preparedness, and a musthave book for those with their eye on the future.
Archery is almost as old as mankind itself,
manifesting in almost every culture and on almost
every continent. It is in many ways our link to the
past and the stepping stone into another age. It is
one of the few ancient pastimes that are still relevant
today. Yet nowadays, getting into the ancient sport
of archery can be daunting for the average person
with no experience or previous exposure to the
subject. For many, the hefty price tags on modern
bows or the seemingly impossible task of building a
bow can be a surefire deterrent. Many do not want to
pay the price of a decent bow to try their hand at the
bow and arrow, simply to see if they enjoy it or not. If
only there was a way to make a bow good enough
for a beginner without expending or gambling an
immense amount of time or money on it. What if you
were told that there was such a bow? That hidden in
the ground, in the heart of buildings, on the shelves
of most hardware stores, and perhaps even in your
home, there was a material that made it all possible?
Would you believe it? Well it is true, and that
material is PVC pipe, the white or gray plastic pipe
that can be found virtually everywhere. It is possible
with only a minimal investment and an hour of labor
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to make a fine bow for target archery that performs
just as well as bows worth more than ten times as
much. A bow that, if given a little more time and
effort, can be made into an efficient hunting tool or
serious target shooter. The Impossible Bow shows
you how to construct your own PVC pipe bow, with
bows ranging from the incredibly simple to the
incredibly complex. Learn to build simple bows that
require a minimum of tools and little time, more
complex bows that can be modified to fit the target
archer as well as the experienced hunter looking for
more of a challenge, and finally a bow that
accurately replicates the weapons of war of the
steppe nomads. The best part is that even the most
complex bow should cost no more than 10 dollars
and be completed in a day, yet can hold up to the
rigors of daily use. Don't let anything hold you back
from enjoying one of man's oldest and most noble of
sports. Join the backyard archery revolution with
your very own bow that will defy everything you
know and will baffle anyone who sees it. Join me in
building an impossible bow. Author's Notes: The
bows in this book are great for kids of all ages, from
the young to the young at heart. Because of the
ability of these bows to mimic many historical bow
designs, this book is great for re-enactment archery
as well as for the target archer. If made well, one
design in particular works well for hunting, and can
be modified to work just as well as many primitive
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hunting bows. This book covers how to make the
generic PVC pipe bow that has been the mainstay of
do-it-yourself archery for some time now, as well as
a couple designs which bring out the hidden
performance of PVC as a bow material. These bows
also work well for survival situations and can be
made small and can be kept virtually anywhere out
of the sun. In the trunk of a car, in a boat, in a
hunting cabin, your basement, your attic, the list
goes on and on. This book goes over how to make
smooth shooting bows from 30 to 70 pounds of pull
that can perform well if taken care of. While they
aren't top performing bows, they can certainly be
used for hunting, fishing, and target archery.
What do the humanities have to offer in the twentyfirst century? Are there compelling reasons to go on
teaching the literate arts when the schools
themselves have become battlefields? Does it make
sense to go on writing when the world itself is
overrun with books that no one reads? In these
simultaneously personal and erudite reflections on
the future of higher education, Richard E. Miller
moves from the headlines to the classroom, focusing
in on how teachers and students alike confront the
existential challenge of making life meaningful. In
meditating on the violent events that now dominate
our daily lives—school shootings, suicide bombings,
terrorist attacks, contemporary warfare—Miller
prompts a reconsideration of the role that institutions
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of higher education play in shaping our daily
experiences, and asks us to reimagine the
humanities as centrally important to the maintenance
of a compassionate, secular society. By
concentrating on those moments when individuals
and institutions meet and violence results, Writing at
the End of the World provides the framework that
students and teachers require to engage in the work
of building a better future.
The three-dimensional camouflage of the famed ghillie
suit is unparalleled in its ability to conceal the
outdoorsman. But preassembled suits are expensive,
and kits can be both costly and time-consuming. Tom
Forbes, author of the best-selling PVC Projects for the
Outdoorsman book and The Invisible Advantage video,
has come up with an alternative. Using simple
procedures and economical, easily found materials,
Forbes guides readers through the manufacture of
several different kinds of ghillie suit, including the
garment used by the British military during World War II.
This handy workbook contains tips on materials and
techniques used in ghillie suit construction, as well as
valuable information on stalking methods.
In today's high-tech society, even the most advanced
devices and systems are not failsafe. Tools can break or
wear out, batteries can go dead, and all sorts of
malfunctions can render the modern conveniences we
rely on totally useless. If quick replacements of failed
items are not readily available, the ability to improvise
and adapt in the workshop suddenly becomes very
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practical. James
Ballou,Out
author
of the best-selling
LongTerm Survival in the Coming Dark Age, dramatically
expands on the popular home workshop material in his
first book to present a "makeshifter's" way of building
and repairing things with only a pile of raw or salvaged
materials, your hands and your mind. In this fascinating
new book, he presents a wide range of unconventional,
remarkably creative home workshop skills, including: •
HOMEMADE TOOLS—Make your own hammers, drills,
screwdrivers, wrenches, pliers, saws, files, chisels, vises,
clamps . . . • EXPEDIENT REPAIRS—Perform sturdy
repairs with ordinary glue, tape, cord, wire, dowels, nuts
and bolts . . • MAKESHIFT CONSTRUCTION—Construct
all sorts of functional items out of coat hangers, old car
parts, 2 x 4s, wooden dowels, nails, rebar, coffee cans . .
. • USEFUL PROJECTS—Build a homemade forge out of
an old barbeque; handle simple soldering jobs with a
road flare; perform quick weld repairs with car batteries,
jumper cables, and a pair of pliers . . . Ballou also gives
extensive instruction in makeshift metalworking, practical
calculating skills, resourceful salvaging, plus dozens of
practical tips for the craftsman or handyman who might
need this information in an emergency or who simply
enjoys learning about alternative ways to handle home
workshop projects.
Reading about "building your own house, growing your
own food, making your own music, art culture, life" will
make you feel ready to join the revolution before you
even get past the intro. Firewood isn't just about talk
though. Sine offers serious real-life help in here. There is
a large article on how to build your own cabin. With
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yourself, there is also help on salvaging materials,
obtaining cheap materials and building houses of wood,
straw-bale, cob, Tipis and Gers. Also, you can read
about growing your own Anarchist Victory Garden and
get a little lesson on Land Ownership in Scotland. In
general, a really inspiring and helpful zine.
Learn how to make inexpensive and practical gear such
as snowshoes, an equipment raft, shelters--including a
teepee and a portable ground blind--a boot dryer and
even a blowgun in your home workshop out of durable
PVC pipe. Photos and easy-to-follow instructions show
you how to construct more than 30 projects.
The author, a bonafide homesteader, outlines dozens of
projects using PVC piping, from building a small
greenhouse to fashioning a gutter cleaner--all in the
service of simplicity and self-sufficiency. Original.
This Special Edition printing of, M9 Bayonet: The
Authorized History, is limited toonly 188 copies. It
features special signature pages containing the actual
signaturesof those involved in the historic development
of the M9 bayonet. These namescover photos of a rare
XM9 #29 Prototype Bayonet, a Poem and a SEAL
CombatUtility Knife.
Many companies have asked suppliers to begin using
RFID (radio frequency identification) tags by 2006 RFID
allows pallets and products to be scanned at a greater
distance and with less effort than barcode scanning,
offering superior supply-chain management efficiencies
This unique plain-English resource explains RFID and
shows CIOs, warehouse managers, and supply-chain
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managers how
implement
RFID
tagging
in products
and deploy RFID scanning at a warehouse or distribution
center Covers the business case for RFID, pilot
programs, timelines and strategies for site assessments
and deployments, testing guidelines, privacy and
regulatory issues, and more
An in-depth exploration of the effects of different steels,
heat treatments, and edge geometries on knife
performance. This book provides ratings for toughness,
edge retention, and corrosion resistance for all of the
popular knife steels. Micrographs of over 50 steels.
Specific recommended heat treatments for each steel.
And answers to questions like: 1) Does a thinner or
thicker edge last longer? 2) What heat treatment leads to
the best performance? 3) Are there performance benefits
to forging blades? 4) Should I use stainless or carbon
steel? All of these questions and more are answered by
a metallurgist who grew up around the knife industry.
Book 2 of The Survivalist Series No electricity. No
running water. No food. No end in sight. If life as you
knew it changed in an instant, would you be prepared? In
A. American's first novel, Going Home, readers were
introduced to Morgan Carter, the resourceful, tough-asnails survivalist who embarks on a treacherous 250-mile
journey across Florida following the collapse of the
nation's power grid. Now reunited with his loving wife
and daughters in this follow-up to Going Home, Morgan
knows that their happiness is fleeting, as the worst is yet
to come. Though for years Morgan has been diligently
preparing for emergency situations, many of his
neighbors are completely unready for life in this strange
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help of his closest companions, Morgan fights to keeps
his home secure--only to discover shocking information
about the state of the nation in the process. Fans of
James Wesley Rawles, William R. Forstchen's One
Second After, and The End by G. Michael Hopf will revel
in A. American's apocalyptic tale.
The first cookbook from homesteaders and co-stars of
Discovery’s Alaska: The Last Frontier Eve and Eivin
Kilcher features appealing recipes for anyone looking to
live more sustainably, healthfully, and independently,
regardless of where and what they call home. Eve and
Eivin Kilcher, stars of the hit Discovery show Alaska: The
Last Frontier, are experts in sustainable living.
Homesteaders by choice, the couple has had to use their
self-reliance skills to survive harsh winters in the Alaskan
wilderness and raise a thriving family. In their debut
book, the Kilchers share 85 original family recipes and
advice on gardening, preserving, and foraging. The tips
and techniques they have cultivated from their family and
through necessity will help anyone looking to shrink their
environmental footprint and become less dependent on
mass-produced food and products. Stunningly
photographed in and around their handmade home and
farm, Homestead Kitchen illustrates that taking on smallscale sustainable projects is not only possible in a
suburban/urban setting, but ultimately a more
responsible and gratifying way to live.
A collection of fly-fishing essays reflect the author's visits
to regions ranging from the Smokies to the Canadian
Maritimes, where he explored such interests as fishing
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H. Wilson
Why just reuse a bucket when you can reinvent it? Fivegallon buckets are ubiquitous and cheap (indeed, they
are often free). But did you know they can also be
hacked, hot-rodded, reengineered, and upcycled to
create dozens of useful DIY projects for homeowners,
gardeners, small-scale farmers, and preppers? 5-Gallon
Bucket Book contains 60+ ideas that put these humble
and hard-working mainstays to work past their prime and
keep them out of landfills. Simple step-by-step
instructions, as well as parts lists and images of the
completed projects, make sure you will have fun and
love the results of your work. Projects include perfect
additions to your yard and garden, tools to care for your
animals, useful innovations, handy home helpers, and
even family-oriented designs! They range from simple
things such as chicken feeders to much more complex
projects (small room air conditioner, anyone?). For
anyone who doesn't already have fifteen of them
cluttering up the garage, 5-Gallon Bucket Book also
offers advice on where to get cheap and free buckets
and how to tell if a bucket is safe to use for food.
Put that spare PVC pipe to work with more than 50
inventive, step-by-step projects that yield tough and
durable storage, furniture, gardening, toys, and much
more, with The PVC Pipe Book. With a few simple
fittings, common home-improvement-store PVC pipe can
be treated much like building blocks. Learn to engineer it
in new ways for DIY projects that prove useful indoors
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Whether
a homeowner,
homesteader, prepper, or just a parent looking for some
new toy ideas, the projects in The PVC Pipe Book give
you plenty of options. Step-by-step instructions, parts
lists, and photographs of completed projects make sure
you will have fun and love the results of your work.
Projects range from simple creations like chicken feeders
and waterers, to much more complex builds like a rolling
workshop table. Other projects include: Practical
creations include a step-stool, toy bin, safety gate, and
gardening caddy Fun, fanciful ideas include a rocket
launcher, water table, even soccer goals Homestead
projects include a pet washer, chicken feeder, birdhouse,
and hanging herb garden For anyone who needs some
insight and a few tips on working with PVC, Peterson
covers all the basics, as well as finishing techniques.

Forbes' first book, PVC Projects for the
Outdoorsman, became a runaway best-seller with doit-yourselfers, outdoorsmen and survivalists alike.
Now he's taken his no-frills approach to creating
inexpensive shelters, primitive weapons, sturdy
outdoor furniture and hunting and fishing gear and
come up with more than 30 new projects, all made
with durable, cheap PVC pipe. Using photos and
easy-to-follow instructions, this book guides you
through such projects as a slingshot, brush bow,
shooting bench, spotting scope stock, bow-fishing
reel, wall tent, animal pen, pickup truck shelter,
firewood cradle and many more. If you failed
woodshop but still want to enjoy the dual satisfaction
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of building something yourself and saving loads of
money in the process, this is the perfect do-ityourself book for you.
A comprehensive collection of cyberculture pioneer
Gareth Branwyn's best work, Borg Like Me spans a
30-year writing career. The book covers Branwyn's
coming of age in a commune, his involvement in the
90s zine publishing scene, his tenure at influential
cyber arts and culture mags Mondo 2000, bOING
bOING, Wired, and his eight years at MAKE,
spearheading the growing maker movement.
Previously published material is woven throughout
with Branwyn's unabashedly honest commentary,
personal anecdotes, and original essays. Read
about the smart-druggies behind Mondo 2000,
impersonating Billy Idol in cyberspace (for Billy Idol),
the making of the iconic early 90s hypermedia book,
Beyond Cyberpunk!, and Branwyn going positively
Phillip K. Dick after a heart attack and a bad blood
transfusion. Borg Like Me is a smart, passionate,
intense trip along the bleeding edges of art,
technology, and culture at the turn of the 21st
century.
When Morgan Carter's car breaks down 250 miles
from his home, he figures his weekend plans are
ruined. But things are about to get much, much
worse: the country's power grid has collapsed. There
is no electricity, no running water, no Internet, and
no way to know when normalcy will be restored-if it
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ever will be. An avid survivalist, Morgan takes to the
road with his prepper pack on his back. During the
gruelling trek from Tallahassee to his home in Lake
County, chaos threatens his every step but Morgan
is hell-bent on getting home to his wife and
daughters.
From basic first aid and campcraft to strategies for
coping with any type of disaster, this is the definitive
survival guide. Two 16-page color sections. Line art
throughout.
With over 300 step-by-step pictures, the Backyard
Bowyer is geared for the beginning bowyer,
backyard hobbyist, and anyone who has ever
pondered building a wooden bow. Easy to read and
follow steps go down to even the smallest detail in
the design and construction of basic archery bows.
Learn to craft fine wooden bows without huge
investment in equipment and materials, and without
being bound by location and limited workspace.
Learn to construct: A classic target flat bow, an
English Longbow suitable for hunting, and even your
own strings and arrows for traditional and primitive
archery.
Bestselling author and avid hunter Steve Chapman
(A Look at Life from a Deer Stand, more than
280,000 copies sold) teams up with his wife, Annie,
to offer delicious recipes for wild game, along with
complementary side dishes and desserts. Sprinkled
among the more than 190 recipes are hints for
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preparing wild game, cooking tips, hunting quotes
from Steve’s popular books, and wildlife line
drawings. Readers will discover tasty and creative
recipes for cooking all types of game, including: deer
elk moose bear turkey pheasant grouse alligator fish
Whether experts or novices in the kitchen or at the
barbecue, readers will find new and exciting
adventures for their taste buds.
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